Dramix®

Qualitative reinforcement solution
for electrical cabins
Dramix® Green: galvanized steel fibres for concrete reinforcement
Dramix® Green steel fibres from Bekaert are an ideal concrete reinforcement solution for the most durable and esthetic
cabin structures. Dramix® Green steel fibres are galvanized and therefore prevent corrosion on the surface of your
electrical cabin. Dramix® Green makes the cumbersome process of mesh reinforcement unnecessary and therefore allows
you to work faster and more economically.
Bekaert’s reinforcement fibres are used in various precast constructions all over the world and are approved by important
energy companies, including since 1982 the French EDF Group.

Faultless, effortless
“The quality of our end product is unmatched thanks to Dramix® steel fibres.
No way we could ever achieve this with
traditional rebar reinforcement.”
Mr. Dumas
Production manager
Schneider Electric
France

Schneider Electric has been manufacturing electrical concrete cabins for
more than 15 years. Thanks to Dramix® steel fibres, the company can produce more esthetical and durable structures with less effort. “The quality of
Dramix® reinforced concrete is unmatched, compared to traditional mesh
reinforcement. We can easily ensure our customers 30 years’ warranty,
because the steel fibre’s crack control capability is excellent.
The production of Dramix® reinforced structures is also totally different.
Traditional rebar is static and tends to shift out of place during the concrete
casting process. None of that with Dramix®. What’s more, the distribution
of the steel fibres is much better and much more homogeneous across the
entire concrete structure, which adds to the durability of the end product.
In order to meet the market’s tough quality standards, all our electrical
cabin end products are CE labeled. Dramix® helps us meet these requirements, because Bekaert’s steel fibres are already CE qualified with label
1 for structural reinforcement.”
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steps to the right performance of the concrete mix

Bekaert designs, tests, produces and supports your concrete solution.
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Bekaert investigates your load requirements. Based on drawings, design notes, load information and quality
standards, we learn about your specific product requirements.
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Based on your requirements,
Bekaert makes a first design
proposal.
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Starting from the design
proposal, test beams are
being produced, based on your
concrete and Dramix® steel
fibres.
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The tests at the Bekaert labs
result in a detailed report.
Final determination will be
foreseen to match up with
your requirements and quality
standards.
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Bending beams will be tested
and their performance will
be determined according the
belonging guideline in our
Bekaert labs.
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A production test at your site
delivers a complete precast end
product.

The result of the production
test is examined at the Bekaert
Technical Center, in terms of
quality and homogeneity.

A safe choice
Dramix® Green fibres are a safe choice in terms of electrical
resistivity of your concrete structure. To test the safety of Dramix®
reinforced concrete, Bekaert has performed extensive testing with
steel fibres of variable lengths and with amounts ranging from 1.5 to 25
percent of the total concrete volume.

Dramix® Green has been tested
and recommended by:
✔
✔
✔
✔

Schneider Electric
Areva
University of Leuven (Belgium)
University of Florida (USA)

The various test proved the
safety of the Dramix® concrete
mix, in that, due to its electrical
resistance and impedance,
a thin conductive concrete
overlay cannot generate more
conductivity energy.
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Excellent service
from a trusted partner
“The quality and cost-efficiency of
Dramix® steel fibres are beyond
doubt. On top of that, Bekaert has
been offering us invaluable support
and expertise.”
We approached Bekaert some twenty years ago, asking them if they
could enhance the performance of our product. Not only did they achieve
that, they also offered us excellent support during the design phase.
They even helped us convince our customer that Dramix® Green steel
fibres were the way forward.
Thanks to Dramix® Green fibres, our concrete structures are top
quality. The surface finish is very esthetical and free of corrosion.
Even the cracks we were used to in the past, have totally
disappeared. The durability of our product is also of key importance.
With Dramix® steel fibres, we can easily offer our customers a worry-free
concrete solution for more than 30 years.

Henri Savard
Purchasing manager
Areva
France

Dramix® TANKER
Push your productivity
to another level!
✔ Precise dosing
of the Dramix® steel fibres
✔ Increased productivity
✔ Increases
the occupational safety
✔ Bulk deliveries up to 1100kg
✔ Dramix® TANKER 1100:
removable tray
✔ Dramix® TANKER 1500:
dosing speed of 150kg/min

Other possibilities with Dramix® Green

Telecom chamber

Burial vault

Precast garage

The next success story can be yours!
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If you want to find out how these high quality fibres can work for your project, we will be pleased to support you.
Please contact your local Bekaert specialist.

